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Qawaid fiqhiyyah kaedah kedua

The second method of security was not lost with provider 1 ررااا ) Al-Yakin ( راا ) Language: There was no term: peace of mind on fact 2) Asy-Syak ( اا ) Language: Was or doubted The term: Doubt between the two things 3)Although la Yazulu Syak ( رراا  means himli method: this is believed to be (null) worth intact except with the appealulation slil ( رراا اراا  ) and is not punished by a
previous loss of trust , as well as those who believe it did not happen (not convicted occurred). Therefore, it should not be punished because the conviction occurs only with weaker suspicion than certain.  AL QURAN: ائيش رر  ررا  ررا ر   (Sura an-Najam 53:verse 28)) means: Indeed, He cannot fulfill the requirements of determining something of the truth (iktiqad) 2) such as Sona ااا اا 
اررر ا  ) اار ررر  ررر  اا  اا  اااا  اااا  ) which means to complain to the Prophet PBUH that someone has something of a prayer.  Then the PBUH prophet said: He cannot pray or cannot cancel his prayer until he hears his voice or gets a scent (farts). c) Imam Nawawi, for example: a) the person who is in a holy condition, and then suspects that he is limited. What's the ruling?  Answer:
Opinion 1: Imam Ahmad and Imam Nafia ⇨Convincation of Unlimited Opinion 2: Imam Malik ⇨ must have the abstinence calculated on the basis of the method (suspicion of conditions) (as a chasm) as a barrier than the validity of prayer. Therefore, a saint is a valid condition of prayer.  *Malik imam method: If a prayer of abstinence is suspected (اا ر اا  )ii) if a person owes others,
then the person is a suspect. Does he explain his duties yet? What's the ruling? Answer : The debt judgment remains certain that it owes the divisions under را ا ا  i) ارا ا 1)ا ا ااا Continuous Law- ا  اا  (Soul or nut 3- ا 2 ) را ررا  ررااا   - the ongoing method that the person consecrats the responsibility (without responsibility) of commitment and circumstances to be responsible is contrary to
the original method. -Those who claim to be with their opponent should be responsible from the beginning or stick to the ruling in contravention of original ruling 4) رر رر  اا  رراا  راا   ) را اراا  )) Evidence of a man accused of vowing to deny the charges against him. For example: the person who asked something, claiming to have returned the item he borrowed. Therefore, his claim was
accepted because according to the original method.  #Tidak 20 lawsuits, except by bringing two witnesses or the swearing of a witness.  ii) اا  (the source remains something according to what was before)) 1)From the problem ( ااااا ) =According to the previously established judgments until there are other laws to change it used by traffic investigators. 2)(اا ا ) =The strongest permanent
verdict =stay something that occurs in the past according to the constant \conviction in the past 3)Example: 1) A husband to leave the house and leave his wife for a long time and not know where to lose the answer: the wife cannot marry because the husband does not express divorce 2) Someone who has lunch as well as he feels suspicious of sunset or not yet. Answer: The
ruling is void of fasting because it was originally not bold iii)( راا ررا 1)ا  ا   ) رراا اا   The original meaning of everything is not 2) ارررراا را ا ا  راا  ررا 1)ا   The meaning of the original religious law is illegal and is not halal for a relationship if not during the wedding process v) ا Therefore, it is like the source of mubah Dalil al-Koran: راا ا راا ا   which Allah has Do everything on earth for you like
Sona : اا ا ا ا CONQUEST اا ا ا اار  ااااا ا   Hadith meaning: What Allah is halal in his then halal book. What Allah is lame, then illegal. What he silenced then was forgiven.  Question : Asalmu'likum S.S.S. Mufti, can give an explanation of the method indicating that security is not lost with suspicion. Thank you. Answer: Waikumoslam .b.T. Greetings to the Prophet Muhammad PBUH,
his wives and family, his friends and all those who follow his teachings until judgment day. Fundamentally, the feqh movement hovers around the theme of Dalyle as well as the feqh rules. Among the most famous feqh methods and assistance in the manufacturing process of judgment are the method : ررراا  Self-confidence is not ascerted with suspicion (doubt). From a language
point of view, faith says: knowledge that there is no doubt in it. This term says : the result of certainty that is jazam whether something happens or not. Suspicion from a language point of view says: doubt. While out of a term of suspicion means: doubt in the act whether or not happens. So, there is no Murajia. In smaller than this method some scholars say: if a person has
promised something, then he feels suspicious whether the promised thing is lost or not, then the basis is still the most likely thing. So something stays above what's been proven. See Al-Quid al-Fihia (Hlm. 45). This method is one of the most important methods in feqh. Even al-Quddy Hussein al-Sipiya stated that Fatt was made up of four main methods, including a security
system that would not be eliminated with this suspicion. This method has the backing of Islam Manu from the Corn and al-Sunnah. Among them is the declaration of Allah SWT: ًاْئيَش راا  راا  راا  راا  ررا  ارا  نظلا  indeed, zhan (thought) does not compare the truth though. Sura Yunus (36) Imam al-Thambari in his interpretation of this verse states: Indeed, suspicion does not give any ر 
appreciation of trust. And there is little suspicion of not replacing the security post and not providing any benefit because something wants security. Evacuate al-Jami al-Bian, al-Thanari (15/89). The same was said in Theith, narrated by Abu Hurriya Ra, he said that the prophet PBUH said: رراا ا ر رر  را  راا  راا  ٌءْىَش ر  رر  رر  ًاْئيَش  ررا  را ا  رر   So don't leave the mosque until they hear that
there is noise or find there is a smell. Narrated by Muslims (362) based on the above methods, it also leads to a number of other methods as mentioned by the researchers: رااا اا  اررر  اراا   meaning : basically, something remains in accordance with the original situation. For example in Hanel method, if a person wants to fast food at the end of the night, then he feels suspicious
whether the fajr is derived or not, then his fast is valid because the original ruling is still night. Turn al-Asiba and Najir, al-Sothi (Hlm. 52) as well as the method: را ارا ا  ارراا   i.e.: security is not eliminated but also with security. Therefore, a person who believes he remains in a state of tahara, and then doubts arise whether it is limitations or not, then we say that he still remains in
purist unless he believes the occurrence of a limitation that eliminates the graph as he is convinced he has farting whether he finds noise or smells. The Following Methods app describes some examples of implementing the above methods to make it easier to understand. Among them - on the issue of asthaning, a man who has finished resorting so he feels suspicious and
doubtful whether his statement has been cancelled or not, he will maintain confidence that he is still in a state of purity (holy from the limit). On the issue of the number of temples in prayer, a person suspected of his number of prayers, he will disappear from suspicion by taking the safest and most special opinion. Thus, in the case of confusion over two or three rakaats, then one
gets rid of suspicion by taking two rakaats safe. Then, at the end of the prayer, he performed the squirt. This is in accordance with the religion narrated by Abu Saeed al-Khudri RA, he said that the prophet PBUH said: اا ر راا  رراا  را  ارا  اار  ررر  اا  ررر  رر ر  رر  ررر  رر ر  رر  رر ر  رر  رررر ر  ارر   i.e.: when one of you is suspected of it, So he didn't know how many recats he did three recats or
four recates. He must eliminate suspicions and he needs to build on the basis of what he believes., Narrated by Muslims (571) It is reinforced by what is said in theith voiceover by Abdulrahman bin Auf R.A., He said that the Prophet PBUH said: رررار ررر ر  ٌِسلاَج  رر  رر  ررر  رراا  رراا  ااا  راا  ااار ا  رر  راا  راا  راا  رراا  را  رراا  رراا  رررا  ارا ر  ارا  اارا  ارا ا  ارا  اراا  ااراا  ارراااا  ررا  اارا  ارر  : When one of you
is skeptical about the number of rakats or rakats, then do it rakhat. When feeling suspicious of two rakaat or three rakaat, then make it two rakaat. And when a person suspects either three rakaat or four rakaat, then do it like three rakaat. He then completed the remains of his prayer, until he doubted it (another Raqqat), and then he barricaded himself twice under circumstances
before giving blessings. Narrated by al-Tirimizi (1209) on the issue of the queue, if there is a person in doubt whether he divorces his wife or not, then there is no Talaq in this situation. Because the sense of suspicion doesn't affect the existing belief that they're still a married couple. Therefore, marriage is not just a suspicion of divorce. Because of the belief that something is
happening or not just through security and certainty. Neverthon though, for anyone who learns the knowledge of usul fiqh then he knows that each method will certainly be outstanding in some specific problems. This is as mentioned by the researchers : ررا ا اا   which means: for any such method there is its exception. Among the problems that are not included in the self-confidence
method do not disappear with the availability of suspicion are as follows: when a person sweeping on the mk is suspicious or has expired or not yet a cleaning period i.e. a day yesterday for the season and three days for interpretation, then in this case we think this period has expired. If there is animal urine in the water quantiflates a lot, then the water changes its properties, and
does not know if the water changes with urine or other things then it is punished like feces. If a person is tayammium due to lack of water then he sees something he is not sure if it is fatamorgana or water then cancel his tayammum. In conclusion, we determine that in any matter whether in matters of the world or the next, a person will be left with the original credible law and
dismisses suspicions that violate the mind. This method ignores that it is every person's claim to leave all doubts and suspicions alive to calm self-confidence. It's consistent with the beeth narrated by sedation. In accordance with the handle narrated by Al-Hassan ben Ali R. Anoma, Said prophet PBUH: راا راا  راا  ررا  رراا  را  ٌَةنِيْنأَُمط  رراا  ررا ا  رراا  رراا  راا  ررا  ٌَةنِيْنأَُمط  راا  راا  ررراا ر  ررررا ا  اا 

رراا ررا  ٌَةبِير  رراا  رررا  ٌَةنِيْنأَُمط  راا   indeed, The truth is that calm and lies are dubious. Narrated by al-Tirimizi (2518) Finally, Allah SWT will give us the right understanding of religion. Reliable. Reliable.
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